
STUN GUNS 



Self defense is really important especially when in a survival situation. Using 

a non lethal self defense weapon is an effective way to protect your family 

and yourself against an attacker. One of the most popular and effective self 

defense weapons today is the stun gun. 

How do they work? 

The stun guns are so effective because their output interferes with the 

communication  between the brain and  muscular system causing a loss of 

balance  and  disorientation  of the target. This cycle is momentary and 

allows for the  victim to seek help or flee the area of danger because the 

target most likely won’t be able to walk much less run after you.   

What Type of Voltage a Stun Gun can generate 

Stun guns are potentially dangerous devices; by having a stun gun a person 

can be able to neutralize any type of target without the risk of killing. A stun 

gun carries between 20,000 and 150,000 volts with an effective range of 15 

to 20 ft.  

What difference does the voltage make?

Generally, the higher the voltage, the quicker the full effect of the stun gun, 

thus more effective. Besides voltage, the delivery method and the amperage 

of the charge are also important. A lower voltage stun gun with a better 

method of delivery may be more effective then the stun gun with higher 

voltage. 

Can I travel with a stun gun?

When traveling, stun guns should be packed in CHECKED luggage only. They 

are not allowed in terminal areas of any airport, or in any carry-on luggage. 

Never attempt to enter a courthouse, government building, public meeting, 

or sporting event area with a stun device. 



Do We Need To Register Our  Stun Guns With Any  State Agency ? 

No, because they are Not considered  to be firearms. But please refer to the 

STATE LAWS tab on  our website to learn  more about the  possible 

regulations of your state. 

 

Can They Be Used On Animals? 

These  devices are not meant to  used on animals but we have found out 

that  some people have used them to “scare” the animals  away because of 

the crackling noise they make. 

 

If The Aggressor Is Touching Me Will I Be Zapped?  

No! Even if the aggressor is physically touching you when you fire the 

stun gun into them you cannot suffer from a charge back!  

 

Can a stun gun be fired multiple times? 

Yes. With a fresh charge a stun gun can be fired many, many times. 

This makes a stun gun an excellent choice for defending yourself 

against multiple assailants  

 

 Stun Guns vs. Tasers?  

Stun Guns are commonly miscalled “takers” Tazers have  the projectile wires 

and darts that are generally used by domestic law enforcement . Tasers are 

now available for sale to the general public! Stun Guns, traditionally and 

statistically, are designed for REAL LIFE ASSAULTS that happen up-close and 

are also designed to stop vicious animal attacks.  

 

How Fast Can The Gun Reload? 

A Stun Gun Should comfortably fits into the hands. This is a very important 

factor because the length of time when stun gun is in direct contact with 

your attacker will make a difference in their reaction. The longer the contact, 

the more disabling the effects will be. One must select the device that will 

not slip easily from the fingers, preferably with a rubberized grip or choose 

one that will be difficult to pry away. 



 

 Ultra-Sharp Spike Electrodes Help Penetrate Through Thick 

Clothing? 

 It’s also very dangerous on thick clothing, its ultra-sharp spike electrodes 

can effectively penetrate through thick clothing with ease. It features a 

powerful system that guarantees you optimum protection from your enemies 

and applies and feels same shock like on normal behaviors clothing.   

  

Are The Batteries Rechargeable?   

The newest and latest in stun gun technology, rechargeable stun guns will 

eliminate the need for unnecessary replacement of batteries. It is always 

ready to use. These rechargeable stun guns will keep its users a safe 

distance from attacker, while giving the option to defend themselves by 

enabling the powerful alarm. At $6.00 to $10.00 every time a battery 

change is needed, rechargeable stun gun also safe money for its user by 

eliminating the worries of replacement batteries. 

 

 Warranty? 

Nowadays in the market stun gun is made for a long lasting period, 

generally many manufacturers of stun guns offer a life time warranty, that 

works for a long time, with a same power generator. 

 

How far can stay in order to keep a safe distance?    

A Stun Gun can attack its target maximum up to 15ft from its surrounding a 

person can secure themselves to reach out from its range. 

 

Government and Laws  

A very first step for stun gun users that they have to read and understand 

the legal and government policies of their regions, like in US many states 

have imposed a ban on the use of stun gun. 

 

Are There  any  after effects? 



There are no side effects . Once the the target is hit , it stays momentarily 

dazed. The short and low amperage don’t cause any permanent damage to 

the muscles ,nerves or body functions. Even more they don’t cause any 

interruptions  to the heartbeat  or damage to  a pacemaker device. 

 

Which Type Should I Buy? 

Well it all depends on your personal preference ,size ,color and budget. Most 

people prefer the ones that are shaped as guns  because they are easy to 

hold. 

 

There it is I hope this report was helpful . 
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